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How should we respond to the September 11th terrorist attack? As Christians conduct their lives, they sometimes wear “WWJD” buttons to remind them of “what would Jesus do?” As we consider how the United States should respond to terrorism, we need to keep these same principles in mind and avoid doing unto others what Osama bin Laden’s followers have done to us. 

Each day we find large news articles punctuated with color photos or diagrams and official spokespeople explaining the United States’ bombing campaign against targets in Afghanistan. On National Public Radio the other day one caller said he was joining the Air Force, so that “we could stick it to them.”  Another commentator talked about the need to get at the root of terrorism by killing every generation within every family connected to the terrorist network. Otherwise, “like a weed, the terrorists would return.”

Are we demonizing and objectifying the enemy, so that any unintended victim in Afghanistan is now “collateral damage?” Are we becoming more like bin Laden in our language and actions as “America Strikes Back?”

Like most people throughout the world, I have grave concerns about this military response.  By conservative estimates we have already killed at least 200 innocent Afghani people. Estimates are difficult due to the lack of foreign media within Afghanistan.  But if you look closely you find hints about the real impact.  An article that appeared in USA Today revealed that Afghanis fleeing the bombing were so enraged by the hypocritical “humanitarian” food drops conducted by the United States a few days earlier that they burned the packages.   These refugees hardly see this as only an attack upon military targets. While President Bush’s recent call for each child in America to give $1 to the children of Afghanistan is encouraging, it remains a highly contradictory message when viewed from outside the United States.   One dollar won’t bring back the mother or father of an orphaned child.  Not in New York City or Afghanistan.

While we must apprehend and bring to justice those responsible for the terrorist attacks that killed 5,500 innocent people in the United States, we should not be deluded into thinking violence is the solution to the terrorist problem.  Terrorism isn’t like a weed, but is deeply rooted in the fundamental denial of basic human rights by governments assisted by the United States.  If we want to take a stand against terrorism, we need to act a bit more like Jesus and embrace human rights.  

Consider the following as seen by the millions of disaffected Muslim people in the Middle East and Central Asia:

Israel has for decades responded with disproportionate violence and oppression to every act of violence or nonviolence by Palestinians seeking an end to Israeli occupation.  Rather than end terrorism, this violence has only deepened the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians. Yet the United States continues to militarily aid Israel, while doing little to prevent the ongoing expansion of Israeli settlements into Palestinian lands.  Osama bin Laden frequently cites the United States’ unbalanced role here in recruiting support.   

Most of the terrorist hijackers were Saudi nationals, a country whose lands include Mecca, the Islamic holy city.  The ruling Saudi monarchy ruthlessly suppresses dissent, denies basic human rights, and has selfishly squandered much of the country’s oil wealth, so that the country is now in debt.  The United States militarily supports the Saudi monarchy and even has troops stationed in that country.  

In Iraq after a decade of U.S. led economic sanctions, Saddam Hussein remains firmly in power, while the sanctions have crippled the people. In 1995 the New York Times reported that due to the sanctions as many as 576,000 Iraqi children had died of formerly preventable diseases because of a lack of safe water, adequate food, and basic medical supplies.  That was 6 years ago, and the sanctions continue.

Standing up for human rights in this region will require more than a $1 donation from an American child, President Bush.  
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